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This is a complete boxed set which consists of two books,
The Fortune Teller and The Oracle. There are ten terracotta
stones each crafted with a different symbol, and a carrying
pouch. A card is included for laying out the stones.

The system itself looks deceptively simple, and is very easy
to use. You can give readings to yourself and others within
minutes. You don’t have to study anything before you begin.
The author Patrick Campbell encourages the reader to learn
as much about this system as possible, as you can then use
it in the capacity of a professional reader, and charge for
the advice given. You can take this system to any level you
choose, and also experiment with different layouts and types
of readings.

You can use either book or both on yourself for an up to
date and accurate appraisal of your situation, with clear
guidance as to what to expect in the future. The Fortune
Teller book gives readings concerning your overall situation,
romance and love, and work and money. Depending on 

which two stones you choose and the order
you choose them in. You can also add
to the reading by finding the cosmic
number and life path associated with

each stone and the reading as a whole.
The Oracle enables you to get a more in depth

view of your current situation and any subconscious
patterns that may be affecting you. 

A sample reading certainly seemed to hit home, and this
was one taken right out of the book. Presumably the more
skilled you become at using the stones, and the more will-
ing to use your intuition, the more varied, interesting and
accurate the reading will become.  

At £26.00 per set it is quite expensive, but you also
get a potential business in a box

for this price. The author
explains how to go about set-

ting yourself up as a profes-
sional reader and how to

give a professional read-
ing.

If you are looking
for an easy and

fairly accurate
method of

seeing into
your future,

and that of
others – you

may want to try this out. 
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